Secretome profiling with antibody microarrays.
Following the advances in human genome sequencing, attention has shifted in part toward the elucidation of the encoded biological functions. Since proteins are the driving forces behind very many biological activities, large-scale examinations of their expression variations, their functional roles and regulation have moved to the central stage. A significant fraction of the human proteome consists of secreted proteins. Exploring this set of molecules offers unique opportunities for understanding molecular interactions between cells and fosters biomarker discovery that could advance the detection and monitoring of diseases. Antibody microarrays are among the relatively new proteomic methodologies that may advance the field significantly because of their relative simplicity, robust performance and high sensitivity down to single-molecule detection. In addition, several aspects such as variations in amount, structure and activity can be assayed at a time. Antibody microarrays are therefore likely to improve the analytical capabilities in proteomics and consequently permit the production of even more informative and reliable data. This review looks at recent applications of this novel platform technology in secretome analysis and reflects on the future.